HAQAST and Health Effects Institute Early Career Health and Atmospheric Science Workshop

Massachusetts Institute of Technology - Cambridge, MA

Webinar: https://uwmadison.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_Fu2vv8dVTbWHm4YfIwAo0Q

Monday, June 3rd (MIT Building 55, Room 110)

1:30-2:00 EDT Workshop Registration and Networking

2:00-2:10 EDT Welcome from HAQAST and HEI

2:30-3:30 EDT Workshop Session 1: Building a Shared Vocabulary for Public Health, Atmospheric Science and Satellite Data
   Part I: Epidemiology 101 with Greg Wellenius (Boston University)
   Part II: Application of Satellite Data in Health Studies - Kevin Lane (Boston University)

3:45-5:00 EDT Workshop Session 2: Creating Your Health-Relevant Research Proposals with Satellite Data (Panel Discussion)
   Arlene Fiore (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
   Tracey Holloway (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
   Kevin Lane (Boston University)
   Yang Liu (Emory University)
   Greg Wellenius (Boston University)

5:30-7:00 EDT Informal Networking at Locke Bar Cambridge - Open to All!